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ABSTRACT
Formal contracts and assertions are effective methods to enhance
software quality by enforcing preconditions, postconditions, and
invariants. However, the adoption and impact of contracts in the
context of mobile application development, particularly of Android
applications, remain unexplored. We present the first large-scale
empirical study on the presence and use of contracts in Android
applications, written in Java or Kotlin. We consider 2,390 applica-
tions and five categories of contract elements: conditional runtime
exceptions, APIs, annotations, assertions, and other. We show that
most contracts are annotation-based and are concentrated in a small
number of applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data from 2023 shows that Android represents approximately 43%
of the overall operative system market share [10]. Therefore, faults
in Android apps can impact a very large number of users. Also, with
an increasing number of apps in critical areas such as health and
finance, faults can have a huge negative impact. It is thus important
to use software reliability techniques when developing these apps.

One of these techniques is Design by Contract (DbC) [6], un-
der which software systems are seen as components that interact
amongst themselves based on precisely defined specifications of
client-supplier obligations (contracts). Many have advocated DbC as
an efficient technique to aid the identification of failures, improve
code understanding, and improve testing efforts, which directly or
indirectly contribute to more reliable software. This has led to a
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Table 1: Contract elements considered in this study

category examples

CREs AccessControlException, IndexOutOfBoundsException,
(74 constructs) IllegalArgumentException, EmptyStackException, . . .

APIs org.apache.commons.lang.Validate.*
(31 constructs) org.apache.commons.lang3.Validate.*

com.google.common.base.Preconditions.*

Assertions assert (Java), assert (Kotlin)
(6 constructs) check(), checkNotNull() (Kotlin)

require(), requireNotNull() (Kotlin)

Annotations org.jetbrains.annotations.*
(136 constructs) edu.umd.cs.findbugs.annotations.*

android.annotation.*
androidx.annotation.*
javax.annotation.* (JSR305)

Other @ExperimentalContracts (Kotlin)
(1 construct)

number of empirical studies on the use of contracts in a variety of
contexts [1–3, 5, 9]. However, there are no previous studies on the
presence and usage of contracts in Android applications nor any study
that includes the Kotlin language.

In this extended abstract, we present the first large-scale empiri-
cal study of contract usage in Android mobile applications written
in Java or Kotlin. A longer version of this abstract presents more
findings and considers evolution and safe usage of contracts [4].

2 CONTRACTS IN ANDROID APPLICATIONS
Our notion of contract follows from the theory of design by con-
tract [6], where preconditions, postconditions, and invariants are
used to document (and specify) state changes that might occur in
a program. Preconditions and postconditions are associated with
methods and constrain their input and output values. Invariants
are associated with classes and properties and constrain all the
public methods in a given class. Preconditions represent the expec-
tations of the contract, and postconditions represent its guarantees.
Invariants represent the conditions that the contract maintains.

Java and Kotlin do not provide a native and standardized ap-
proach for contract specification, but developers can take advan-
tage of language features and libraries to specify preconditions,
postconditions, and class invariants in both languages. Similar to
Dietrich et al. [2], we group these constructs into five categories:
conditional runtime exceptions (CREs), APIs, annotations, asser-
tions, and other. Since we focus on Android applications, we include
contract elements that are specifically used by Android developers
(e.g., Android annotations and specific Android runtime exceptions).
Table 1 summarizes the classification and provides some examples;
we consider a total of 248 constructs.
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Table 2: Number of contracts by construct and category.

Construct Category Java Contracts Kotlin Contracts

cond. runtime exc. CRE 14,887 2,071
unsupp. op. exc. CRE 308 116

java assert assertion 2,217 -
kotlin assert assertion - 2,370

guava precond. API 1,121 9
commons validate API 3 0

spring assert API 1 0
JSR303, JSR349 annotation 0 0

JSR305 annotation 2,133 13
findbugs annotation 0 0
jetbrains annotation 1,596 98
android annotation 7,013 3,414
androidx annotation 86,212 13,811

kotlin contracts others - 1

3 DATASET
The dataset used is composed of real-world applications obtained
from F-droid1, written in Java or Kotlin.We consider all applications
for which 1) the source code is hosted in GitHub; 2) the source code
is either Java or Kotlin; 3) the GitHub project is not archived; 4) the
GitHub project has had a commit since 2018.We clone all the Github
projects. Every file that is neither Java nor Kotlin is removed from the
dataset. From the initial list of 4,070 projects in the F-Droid index
retrieved on May 21, 2023, we got 3,215 hosted in GitHub, 3,141
non-duplicated, and 2,390 projects after filtering by the inclusion
criteria. Out of these, 1,767 are Java applications and 623 are Kotlin.

4 RESULTS

Table 3: Gini coefficient
by category.

Category Java Kotlin

assertion 0.70 0.71
API 0.80 0.37

annotation 0.88 0.76
CRE 0.77 0.67
others - 1.00

Table 2 shows the frequency of each
construct. Annotations are the most
popular category (this aligns with
literature that supports annotations
increasing popularity [12]). We also
note that while Java’s second most
popular category is CREs, in Kotlin,
it is assertions. This is explained by
the inclusion of the four language’s
standard library methods listed in Ta-
ble 1, where require() alone counts 901 total occurrences.

Finding 1: Most contracts are annotation-based, accounting for
88.31% in Java and 77.44% in Kotlin of the total of contracts found.

Table 2 also shows that the usage of APIs is very low in both
languages, especially in Kotlin, where only nine instances were
found. The known industry skepticism around adding third-party
dependencies to projects, which may lead to maintainability and
support issues in the future, may explain this finding [11].

Finding 2: The use of APIs to specify contracts is very rare.

Table 3 presents each category’sGini coefficient. AGini coefficient
of 0means that all applications have the same number of contracts; a
Gini coefficient of 1 means that a single program has all the contracts.
All coefficients in the table are higher than 0.50, except for Kotlin’s
1https://f-droid.org (accessed 6 June 2023)

API usage. Almost all coefficients are high, meaning that although
some applications use contracts intensively, the majority do not
use them significantly. This aligns with Dietrich et al.’s results [2].

Finding 3: Although some applications use contracts intensively,
the majority do not use them significantly.

5 CONCLUSION
Contracts are concentrated in a small number of applications. Still,
when applications use contracts, annotation-based approaches are
the most frequent, with the androidx.annotation package being the
most popular. The use of APIs to specify contracts is rare. A longer
version of this extended abstract presents additional findings and
considers evolution and safe usage of contracts [4]. Future work
includes the use of annotations to improve Android analysis tools
[7, 8], and the development of tools that can help increase the
adoption of DbC [13].
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